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The series tells the adventures of the well-known future Gonzo journalist Spider Jerusalem and is characterized above all by his protagonist's worldview, which resorts to both verbal and physical violence, reflecting Ellis's view of religion, politics, television, advertising, discrimination and intolerance, dehumanising, power, and therefore, the whole view of the world and society
today. Transmetropolitan: We are in a major metropolis of an uncertain future. Spider Jerusalem is a journalist left in the city to live isolated on the mountain after gaining fame five years ago. Now he has to return to the city and return to work, taking charge of the weekly opinion column in a newspaper, where the social topikalit talks about different topics. The series revolves
around Spider's research and documentation process on everything, which helps us to know the society in which the protagonist moves, while his character is slightly better and helps us get to know some details of his past. Spider Jerusalem is a very bizarre journalist: almost always in a bad mood, antisocial, malhablado, addicted to all kinds of drugs and highly irascible, he does
not hesitate to use all kinds of tricks and tricks (and even a little physical aggression, when necessary) to put him under investigation. Although Spider is the absolute protagonist of the series, he has the counterpoint to his helpers (at first a girl, then two) accompanying him in his work, helping him first with surprise and then entering into a certain friendship with his orthodox
methods crime and even with him, although none of them recognize him [Comic Book Guide]. One of Warren Ellis' most famous comics, along with Planetary and The Authority, was awarded Best Screenwriter at the 1999 Eisner Awards, nominated for Best Regular Series and Best Series History (Kill Me to Kisses #9-12 USA). At the 2000 Eisner Awards, he was nominated for
Best Unit Issue (#27 USA), Best Regular Series and Best Screenplay (for his work in Warren Ellis, Transmetropolitan, Authority and Planetary). The compilation volume of the first three issues of the United States won the 1999 International Horror Guild Award in the Graphic Novel Catalog. Language: Spanish. Editorial: Editorial Standard / Vertigo Screenplay: Warren Ellis
Drawing: Darick Robertson Appreciations: crom125, Nexus, Asolmo and Guachimen. Number of Numbers: 53 Total Size: 538 Mb Format: CBR. And covers, of course: Download full transmetropolitan: MEGA Transmetropolitan 01-12 Transmetropolitan 13-36 Transmetropolitan 37-53 MEDIAFIRE Transmetropolitan 01-12 Transmetropolitan Transmetropolitan 37-53 2017. 8.
janv'ris plkst. 17:44 · Read funny Transmetropolitan Language: Spanish Editorial: Vertigo Comics Format: PDF Script: Warren Ellis Argument See Comic Transmetropolitan: Spider Jerusalem returns to the City to fulfill a contract in a famous investigative journalist, a business, corrupt and futuristic New York, after being held in the mountains (possibly New England) after being
elected Beast as president of the United States. [57 more words] to see the funny Transmetropolitan Online and in PDF. All in whole numbers. We invite you to read Transmetropolitan. The ninth art cilvakiemAmantes united for these stories has never translated, is there one?... Patak 45 toast. Exclusive tradumaquetar Marvel comics, DC best and Image.Patsek 34 toast best. One
day they joined cilvakiemGroup, a group of friends who realized they could reach more people. Has... Skat-t vair-kPat-k 8.4 t-kst. You're looking for information about tv shows, movies, comic books. You found the right page, Pat-k 3 toast. cilv-kiemCBRcomics is a direct download site for marvelPat-k 5.9 t-kst comics. cilvakiemPequeñas Downloads .... Great Stories!!! HOW TO
USE DOWNLOAD LINKS by InBOXPat-k 7.8 toast Consult. cilvakiemSite is designed for the ninth art and everything related to it. Video game talk, movies, anime,... 8.8 toast. Cilvakiem We are like comic books. L9D is a portal dedicated to sete art and cinema and TV derivatives. cilvakiem We upload yesterday's comic book shared from other pages and translated by us. Patak
443 cylv-kiemBasit comics, no acronyms, no ads, no spam, all publications beware... 1.9 toast. cilv-kiemPage digital comics and COMIC Dedicated to the world's best and other FREE publishing ... Spanish Valiant ComicsPat-k 1.2 toast. Give Valiant Comics information so that everyone knows about this fascinating publishing universe. 9.7 toast. cilv-kiemWelvens for BM Comics!
Here you can download a variety of Marvel, DC, Image comics,... Patcak 421 cylv-kiemTODO BATMAN AND DC COMICS COMICS COLLECTID ANNIVERSARY STORIES TransmetropolitanPublicationKitap Monthly English LanguageThe first edition july 1997-2002Editoryal Helix Comics Vertigo ComicsConten edmonthlyPeriodicityPerson Main Features Spider
JerusalemCreator(s) Warren EllisGuionist Warren EllisDibujante(s) Darick RobertsonNumeration 60[editing wikidata data] A postcyberpunk comic book written by Transmetropolitan Warren Ellis, With illustrations by Darick Robertson and By DC Comics. The series tells the adventures of spider Jerusalem, the well-known gonzo journalist of the future (paying tribute to hunter S.
Thompson, the founder of the movement), and above all, is characterized by the worldview of ellis's protagonist, who resorts to both verbal and physical violence, reflecting Ellis's view of religion, politics, television. , publicity, discrimination and intolerance, dehumanism, power and therefore, the whole view of the world and society today. The argument transmetropolitan story arcs
34 stories, some of which are told on 60 topics that are more important than others for funnier overall history. Spider Jerusalem is a renowned investigative journalist who returns to the City to fulfill a business contract, corrupt and futuristic New York, after being elected to the Beast as president of the United States, held in the mountains (possibly New England). Against The
Beast's government, he begins working for The Word, a newspaper in which his editor, Mitchell Royce, has long known Spider Jerusalem. On his return to the city of the first story arc (Back in the Streets), Spider then finds the members in the midst of a violent police crackdown on a city tribe, a city tribe called thee-dominated: replaced by human foreign genetic codes, those who
want civil rights and financial assistance. His live broadcast from the roof of a building makes him a media figure again, and he earns better living conditions and an assistant, Channon. As a journalist, his life is hectic and he begins a very important political relevance. In La Ciudad, social interest articles covering different aspects of life, from religion to cultural minorities to mass
media, are published. Channon is resigning to being her assistant because of the rawness of her views on her boyfriend, who decides to become a foglet (nanotechnological cloud with human discharge of conscience) his second major story arc, called the Year of bastard, and takes place in the second year of publication, when Spider finally begins to cover the presidential
election between Senator Callahan (a) Gulen, with a new assistant: Yelena Rossini. This arc, one of the most important for the development of the story, Spider Vita Severn, campaign director of Callahan, meets that he makes very good crumbs, but at the end of the plot he is killed, this leaves the spider very sad. During the campaign, Channon reses appears on stage and
Spider as private security. After Severn's murder, Spider engages in a permanent confrontation with Callahan, a much more psychopathic president than Heller. In the middle, Spider diagnoses a brain degenerative disease, an over-exposure product of i-pollen (an illegal mechanism of information transmission). This permanent click will result in the president encircleing the city.
Character Spider Jerusalem, the main character in the series, is an outstanding gonzo journalist. It was inspired by Hunter S. Thompson and his spiritual cousin Uncle Duke in Doonesbury. His primary appearance in comics, bearded and hairy, seems to be a direct reference to prestigious comic book writer Alan Moore. All kinds of drug addicts, he, we talked about violence and
his dirty, morally very condemnation, but with a strong fixation with the truth, he is his inspiration. He hates the city of Spider and is only to fulfill his contract. Allies Vita Severn: Smiley, Political Aide and Campaign Director, is described by a female Spider as brilliant, funny, acidic, determined, ruthless and passionate. He's the only person I've ever met in politics, and the way he's
also a campaign manager would make me laugh if it wasn't so wasteful. Vita appears only in The Bastard Year, but appears to be the only character with an emotional commitment to the point of Spider flirting with each other. Spider's Dirty Assistants are the closest allies, its two helpers are the most important and recurring. Two women who take office at different points in the
comic book. Both are attractive and smart, and take over spider features. Yelena Rossini is Spider's second assistant and probably the most important. The story The Year of the Bastard also appears quite insensitive at first, but over time reveals a personality very similar to Spider's. She has sex with him in the same volume, something he regrets and denies. A person with a low
appearance, even more than Spider, slim, with an intermediate bust and marked factions. He has black and bulging hair similar to that of the eternal Morpheus. He's a big smoker (although he starts smoking working for Spider). She is the daughter of wealthy philanthropist and political activist Oscar Rossini, who took part in the failed presidential campaign of the late James
Longmarch. Finally, after leaving town with Spider, she looks very similar to him, and apparently pregnant. Channon Yarrow is the first of Spider's assistants. He's tall, and the second one comes out. As a snudist at a nightclub near angels 8, where the temporary riot took place. After the riot, she was hired by Royce as Spider's assistant but left after her boyfriend Ziang left her to
discharge her consciousness into the nanotechnology cloud. During The Year of the Bastard, she returns as the bodyguard of Spider, who failed as a nun of the make-up church. Channon is tall and attractive, has blond hair and is physically very strong. Editor-in-Chief Of The Word, Royce is the editor-in-chief and therefore its boss. One of the main themes of the comic book is
the antagonistic relationship between Spider and Royce. Although the two share a constant disagreement, which is almost a caricature of modern journalism, there is two mutual professional and even emotional appreciation, and Royce Spider records his life and reputation several times during the series (he is very famous for Year Five, which helps Spider with key elements to
rebuild his fight against Gary a bow smiling Callahan). #32 issue, Spider describes Royce as a good man; A good degree with a bad reputation by your standards. When he leaves The Word, he tells Royce that he did everything right because of him. Royce is a chronic smoker, often seen with a pack of cigarettes in his mouth - often in response to spider requests neither spine
delay, in addition to his classic phrase where my damn column!, an expression that changes intensity and sound. This phrase is so present in the context of its interactions that spiders notice from time to time when the spider fails. Every time he attends parties with Spider at least twice, he mentions contracting some illness (of course, he blames him). He is divorced and at one
point claims to be at least one of his previous wives. The relationship between Spider and Royce is good, it becomes that real aggression is more than shared confidence code beyond aggressive verbal language. Lau Qi, a feedsite (a virtual website/community of news and futuristic information) is a feeding site that allows you to read raw information on a page similar to a .txt
format, a young Chinese-American co-founder, which can also download and share other information. Qi then just put hole online to distribute pornography and admits that the news is quite an add-on. With Spider Qi and her boyfriend and colleague John Nkrumah she is forced to abandon Word after her managers, pressured by Smile, to fire her; Regardless of whether Qi is an
unconscioned apolitical. Spider Martial Cure / Law foresads him to accompany him during story arcs He and his friends try to escape from the National Guard. He most recently accompanies Oscar Rossini and setting up cameras to record his arrest; it is likely to be with him (and eventually a home-maintained) arrested (and eventually a host). Antagonists Beast: First U.S.
President Spider Minister. He is an unscrupulous, violent and fascist man who embraces basic survival policies and whose morality is based on the idea of one more day of life. He is a man who is not really interested in doing his job and therefore thirsts for power, dedicating his government to a dangerous survival policy in which the majority of the population can survive. He is
known for torturing and punishing his enemies and areas that did not vote for him. Gary Smile Callahan: Originally supported by Spider rather than Beast, Callahan proves to be a much less psychic stable subject. He's very smart and equally bad. It's extremely dangerous. His nickname takes him against his enduring, static smile and resemblance to a psychotic smile. He quickly
bees the main antagonist in the series. Bob Heller: A fascist senator who trained his political advisors on clone farms, a historical ally of the Beast, in favor of Gary Callahan, in exchange for giving him vice president. His political career is based entirely on hatred and the exploitation of prejudice as a voting engine. Originally a publishing career, the series was part of comics
published by Helix (a label owned by DC Comics), but at the end of the first year of his career DC, along with all of the company's other series, decided to cancel the episode and survived only Transmetropolitan, which would move to vertigo. The monthly series began in 1997 and ended in 2002 with 60 monthly delivery numbers, and ten compilation volumes were re-printed. In
addition, two special topics, I Hate It Here and Filth of the City, were written by the character Spider Jerusalem and featured with illustrated texts by a wide range of artists from the comic book world. Both custom properties were able to be included in the build volumes. External links Transmetropolitan: Ode for subjective journalism, Comic Book Guide Data Negative Zone Article
on Transmetropolitan study: Q128286 « « obtained
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